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ku·dos
1 [koo-dohz, -dohs, -dos, kyoo-
]noun ( used with a singular verb ) 
honor; glory; acclaim: This 
presentation is filled with kudos 
for the great work everyone in this 
room does every day!



“I would like to especially 
thank Careen Arsenault for her 
generosity and good will when my 
lunch mysteriously disappeared 
from the fridge. Thank you, 
Careen, for giving me your 
breakfast to make sure I did not 
go hungry!”

From: Linda Copman



“Chris Mott brought a cleaning crew in 
here and the water is now cleaned up.  
Thanks to you both for such a quick response! 
Also need to thank Chris and his crew for 
doing some extra cleaning down here last 
week just prior to a special event we had for 
the Johnson Museum's Advisory Council. The 
attendees were very flattering and we really 
appreciate the great support from the 
facilities staff!”

From: Laura W. Johnson-Kelly



Walt Vavra!
Thank you for everything …. You do 
on a daily basis, and all the stuff in 
between! Your sense of humor 
should be patented: You’d be a 
billionaire! Thanks for being such a 
great friend & Co-worker!

From: Marcela Frink



“Hi Tom, I just wanted to say thank 
you so much for your help and patience with 
Relay for Life of Cornell University! All of the 
staff throughout the entire set up was 
focused and extremely easy to work with. 
Everything arrived when it needed to and the 
event was a huge success! I look forward to 
working with you and the rest of the Cornell 
Facilities Staff again next year.”

From: Spencer Waldman



“Shayne Miller has been 
promoted to foreperson of the ACR 
crew working out of the Central 
Zone - MSS2. Shayne is doing a 
great job helping to improving 
communication and process for 
this critical service.”

From : Larry Garrett



“Melinda Flint (Mindy) has stepped 
up as foreperson of the Water 
Treatment Crew working out of the 
Central Zone - MSS2. Mindy is doing a 
great job filling the vacancy left by a 
30+ year veteran leader of that group 
who has retired.”

From: Larry Garrett



“John Brisbois, Craig Frey, 
Tem Calfee, Tom Horton, and 
Mike Baker for quick, good-
natured, and well-coordinated 
response - including tracking 
me down to help me! Great to 
know you guys "have my 
back"!”

From: Sarah Zemanick



Kyu and Ben, 

“I would like you to publicly express how truly 
grateful we in Alumni Affairs are for the amazing 
work that your staff put into making Reunion 2014 a 
success. Each year, I continue to be blown away 
(and I mean this sincerely!) by the efforts of your 
team members. From electricians, to carpenter 
shop, to grounds, to EH&S, to the sign shop, to 
building care and more, EVERYONE works SO hard to 
help us put on this major event, and it does not go 
unnoticed or unappreciated. Every time I made a 
phone call and needed assistance, my request was 
answered. And graciously at that.
Cont….



Larry Garrett and the Pipe Shop and Zone 
Personnel Staff…

Kudos for staying very late on steam start-up 
evening to get the Central Heating Plant up and 
running.  50+ people are required to bring us back 
on-line and to assure a safe start-up.

Special thanks to Larry Garrett for organizing the 
whole thing  and Steve Hubbell and the welding 
crew for their help after working a full day!

From: Frank Perry, Energy & Sustainability



Congratulations to 
Stacey Edwards and 

Garret Quist, 
Utilities, on passing 

the Certified 
Project Manager 

Exam…



Thank you Garret 
Quist for managing 
the successful 
replacement of 60 
year old piping in the 
Central Energy Plant!

From: Stacey 
Edwards, Utilities



Cont. from Alumni Affairs …

Each PDC ticket I submitted was executed. It is no 
easy feat putting on an event for 6,500 people, but I 
go into it each year feeling confident and secure 
because I know I have the support and expertise of 
your folks behind me.

Thank you, thank you, thank you—our amazing 
partnerships across campus are the only reason that 
Reunion is a success.

P.S. Once again, Billy Youst wins Reunion MVP!”

Sincerely, Lauren Coffey
Associate Director, Class Programs
Office of Alumni Affairs ~ Cornell University 



Tammi Aiken and Bob 
Chiang,

Thank you for being a 
Bucket buddies! Happy 
Earth Day.

Andrew Germain



“I would like to give Kudos to 
the Keeton House staff for their 
work with PSP (Pre-freshman 
Summer Program). A Certificate of 
Achievement came in the mail for 
their Outstanding Service. I am 
very proud of all that were 
involved with PSP this past 
summer.”

From: Brian T. Goodell



“Hi Jan, just wanted to send a quick thank 
you for having Danyell, Denny and Teresa clean 911 
Bradfield after the renovation work. I was pleased, 
as was the new faculty, at how well it came 
out. The ladies put some real effort into the details 
and didn’t take any shortcuts, which the final 
product reflected….”
From: Brian Flannigan

“I’d like to second Brian’s comments above. 
The custodial team did a really nice job with this 
project!
THANK YOU to all!”

From: Bill Dowdall



“Rob Johnson, thanks for your assistance 
with servicing the fleet vehicle that I had reserved 
today.  I wasn't sure about the procedure to 
address a "Check Tire Pressure" warning, but a call 
to the garage ensured me that it was a matter that 
needed to be addressed sooner rather than later.  
Upon arriving at the garage you not only took care 
of adding air-tires were down 3lbs- but you also 
took care of refueling the vehicle.

Thanks for your help, and I enjoyed our 
conversation about Cadillac’s.”

From: Darlene Hackworth



Rebecca Merritt and Lisa 
Powers,
Thanks for helping out Andrew 
last week with the plotter 
issues. It’s good to know 
someone else can kick it as 
good as me.
From: Lester Cook



To: EVERYONE IN THE ROOM!

“Hi, my name is Margaret Fleming 
and I am an undergraduate student 
enrolled in a sculpture class…. thank 
you for keeping Cornell BEAUTIFUL! It is 
not often that I get an excuse to thank 
those who affect my environment so 
clearly. I hope to someday have such a 
positive impact on so many people as 
your department does.”



“The individuals I would like to 
recognize are Doug Keefe, Phil 
Woodin, Kevin Marsh, Matt Casey and 
Dell Armstrong. All of these 
individuals have jumped in to warn us 
about or to help in emergency 
situations, as well as making sure 
projects go smoothly. They are 
absolutely great people to work with 
and we sure do appreciate them.”

From: Libby S. Foust



“I, along with other 
personnel, were impressed with 
James Conklin’s attention to 
detail when installing the coat 
hooks and that he was very 
personable and a nice person to 
work with.”

From: Sarah Gould



Julie Davenport,
Thank you for your support 
drafting the 6 South Ave 
electric service upgrade design 
drawings.

From: John Bell



Butch Goddard. “While Butch takes care of a 
number of buildings, he always makes the residents 
of our building feel we are cared for with extra 
attention. Admittedly, the Recycle Center presents 
special challenges from a cleanliness perspective…. 
regardless of how careful we may be, driving 
vehicles in and out of the building on muddy days, 
and hauling waste, does tend to get things a tad 
“dusty” here. Butch never complains about what we 
tromp in, and daily goes above and beyond. 

Butch has a friendly demeanor, incredible 
work ethic, and genuine commitment to a job well 
done. He is very much a valued member of the R5 
team.”

From: Spring C. Buck



“Mark Marshall, and Rich Mahoney, were 
“stellar” again this project.  They are always 
agreeable and willing to do whatever I ask, and on this 
refresh in Willard Straight there were more people 
involved, so many decisions were made again and 
again – not necessarily making for an easy project. I 
am very pleased with how everything turned out, and 
have received numerous compliments from staff at 
how adaptable your employees were – coming in early, 
stopping  the painting before meals were served, 
covering, climbing, removing obstacles and then 
returning them to the original locations are all small 
things that make a large favorable impact on the 
project.”

From: Susan Whitaker



Kim Frost

Thanks for adding a new project 
status to the share point site for us 
for Record Drawings!

From: Jane Van Derzee



“I wanted to share my gratitude and elation around one 
of your teammates.  Over the years, Gary Pattison has been 
working with us on lighting strategies at Robert Purcell (RPCC).  
Over the past year or so, Gary and Chris Edwards have been on 
a mission to get LED bulbs in the pillars at RPCC. Long story 
short… the current bulbs are very expensive, burn very hot and 
due to the poor design of the pillars not allowing adequate air 
flow to cool the bulb space… the bulbs burn out within days in 
some cases. 

I really cannot explain through email how excited and 
elated we are with Gary’s efforts.  The space will run more 
efficiently, service the students and guest a better illuminated 
space, and it helps bring this property into the modern age of 
LEDs.”  

From: Brandi Smith 



“Chris Kiehle is an asset to 
the SAS Zone as well as a good 
partner to the custodial staff.  
He is kind, knowledgeable, 
respectful of others and is very 
team oriented.”

From: Dilsa Glenn 



Jeff Gregrow
Thanks for interpreting my 
horrible handwritten notes 
without batting an eye. Your 
super power is reading the 
unreadable.
From: Asa Schindler 



“I Wanted to send a shout out to 
Jeremy Woodhull for helping me carry some 
items to a meeting room in Duffield Hall on 
December 6. He was busily working on a 
ladder and noticed my hands were quite full 
and asked if he could help. You don't get 
that very often these days and it was very 
much appreciated! It made my day! Thank 
you Jeremy!”

From: Careen Arsenault 



“I would like to recognize Cecil 
Hover for her great leadership in her 
role as Team Leader for Building Care, 
SAS Zone. Cecil is patient and goes 
above and beyond when training and 
assisting each and every employee she 
works with. She is effective, 
consistent and respectful to all who 
work around her.”

From: Connie Worden 



“Chris McGrath is very thorough in 
his custodial work for SAS Zone, Building 
Care. Chris has received several 
compliments from Residential Program 
staff for exemplifying excellence in the 
way he cleans their staff kitchen. They say 
"We are reluctant to use the kitchen as it is 
so clean we do not want to mess it up.“

From: Jodie Estes 



Rob Murray
Thanks for pulling an all-
nighter with the Forest Home 
Parking Garage coating 
installation. Your oversight 
helped the project go 
smoothly.
From: Erik Eshelman



Abena Ojetayo
Thank you for sharing your stress with me 
today! It was exhilarating to be “under the 
gun” While making proposal revisions, 
getting signatures, printing, burning CD’s 
and finally getting the “Smart Grid 
application” out the door in time for the 
Fed Ex deadline! If not for the additional 
help of Lisa Hagarty and Deb Melanson we 
would have been “in a Pickle”! By the way 
everything looked great; you did a super 
job!
From: Marcela Frink



“Kari Kendall is recognized by her co-workers 
Brian Rinchack, Ken Chapman and Donna McLaughlin 
for assisting new employees by sharing her 
knowledge of the Building Care guidelines and 
procedures. She is a team player and always willing 
to step up and help out. She strives for excellence 
and always supports her team. She volunteers to 
help out with time clock functions and has an upbeat 
personality that keeps morale up. She is very 
organized and assists with deliveries and whatever 
else needs to be done in the complex.”

From: Brian Rinchack, Ken Chapman and Donna 
McLaughlin



To: Pete Salino and friends (Grounds Crew!)
“Great accomplishment for such a 

nasty storm. Thanks so much for the plowing 
of roads on campus throughout this 
storm. This helped the bus operators stay on 
time last night. It is always great to be able 
to be on time for riders especially in such 
cold weather and at night. Hats off to you 
and your amazing crew!”

From : Nancy Oltz



“We would like to thank the 
crew at Lynah Rink and the CU Trades,  
Pat Graham, Phil Graham, Aaron 
DeBolt, Mark Beebe, responding to 
the compressor issues at the Rink on 
Friday the 10th of January. Aaron and 
Mark spent many hours and into the 
early morning monitoring the 
system.”

From: Karen Muckstadt and Lisa 
James 



Erik Eshelman

Thanks for accompanying me through 
the April PAR meeting gauntlet!
Kim Frost

From: Kim Frost



Sabra Geiger

Thanks for joining the CDC group!  
We’re really happy to have you!

From: Jane Van Derzee



“I just wanted to send out a thank you to Chris Dean 
from the Endowed zone. Chris's work in solving the great mystery 
of why they haven't had heat in some rooms for almost 28 years 
was great, he took his time and looked around every nook and 
cranny of this building, he asked people questions until he was 
able to figure out that there was a pipe that was missing an air 
vent. The pipe had been capped and buried behind some duct 
work and other pipes, making it almost impossible to find. Also by 
being capped, the hot water heat was prevented from 
flowing properly on the 4th floor. Chris was able to fix the 
problem with the help of other trades people. Chris truly cares 
about the people Cornell and his job and it shows.”

From: David Pawelczyk



“Steve Clark has been great as well. 
Since the fall season began, he has answered 
every ticket that has been issued to him 
whether it be for someone being too hot, too 
cold and too much air flowing out of the 
dampers. Steve has also had some emergency 
tickets issued for heaters not working and has 
managed to take care of the issues every time 
that he has been called.”

From: David Pawelczyk



Deb Melanson

NYSERDA docs! 
What would we have done without your 
expertise in formatting! Thanks so much 
for all you did to help get the NYSERDA 
doc’s out the door, on time, today!

From: Marcela Frink



“I wanted to take a moment to extend our appreciation for 
some of our tradespeople in the zone 1 region, primarily in the 
Morrison and Riley Robb area. Being a facility coordinator as well 
as a past tradesperson, I interact with these folks daily and we truly 
have exceptional people doing our trades work. I would like to 
recognize the following individuals for their outstanding 
performance and their willingness to always be a great resource 
when called upon:”

Phil Woodin, Bill Miller, Dell Armstrong, Tom Burke, Ed Dickerson, 
Jeremy Varga, James Conklin, Kierney Johnson, Karen 
Armstrong, Gary Owen, Dave Victor, Mike Dempsey, Dan Ellis, 
Aaron Botsord, Mike Moon, Corky Sherman.

From: Libby Foust 



Kudos to:
Teresa Halstead, Cathay Avery, Rose 
Hapgood, Connie Murphy

“Your team did an awesome job with the 
floors – please pass along my appreciation to 
them!” –Todd

“Please tell the crew I noticed as well! Very 
nice work indeed!” - Stephen

From: Todd A. Pfeiffer and Stephen R. Devlen



“Hi, I am a faculty member in 
Morrill Hall and I just wanted to write in 
and say three cheers for our custodian, 
Mabel. We had a overheating situation 
in a server room and she noticed the 
problem. If it hadn't been for her quick 
thinking, a lot of $$$ equipment would 
have been lost.”

From: John T. Hale 



Randy Lacey

Thanks for identifying mysterious plan 
from 1948 – Building 41 as Stocking Hall

From: Jane Van Derzee



“I have worked in Day Hall for 27 years. Each year, 
maintaining the lobby during the winter months has appeared 
to grow more and more challenging. 

I want to commend our custodial staff at Day Hall, for 
their efforts, especially this year, in working against the 
elements to show the lobby at its best. It is often a thankless 
job for as soon as they have swept, mopped and vacuumed, 
more snow and water seems to come right after. They are a 
group of dedicated individuals who always have a smile and a 
‘good morning’ for everyone. It’s always a pleasure to see 
them first thing in the morning.”

From: Maureen Brull



“I want to be sure to let you 
know we are very pleased with 
Chuck Hunsinger’s can-do 
attitude and concern for the 
problem to get this in proper 
working order. (The node room 
power outage at Goldwin Smith)”

From: Kathy Drake



“When I arrived at work this morning this real 
nice guy Greg Brown arrived with his fantastic 
tractor/plow. Well, Greg won the Pride of Work 
Award from the ILR upper quad building 
occupants. He did a fantastic job opening up our 
walkways. He took special care to ensure the 
walkways were safe and an easy access for all 
Cornellians who use the upper quad as a walk 
through for the campus. Please let Greg know how 
much we appreciate his thoughtfulness and 
consideration for others.” 

From: Ann M. Herson



Deb Melanson

Thanks for your continued support 
on the Kite Hill Substation project 
and Closeout work.
John Bell

From: Ann M. Herson



“I am writing to specially commend Herb Whittaker for 
the extra effort he went to last week, above and beyond the 
"call of duty", to help me after I had accidentally thrown away 
paperwork I needed in order to get a reimbursement for a recent 
trip to Europe for a scientific meeting….

I asked Herb if he had emptied the recycling from our 
lab and he reported that it had gone out the day before. I was 
certain that my reimbursement was a lost cause. However, later 
in the day Herb returned with a bag of recycling from our lab 
that he somehow retrieved from the building recycling materials 
from a day earlier. When we went through it; there were my 
boarding passes!”

From: Susan A. Henry, Ph.D.



“Jennifer Manos and Nelson 
Dillenbach have been doing an excellent 
job patching and painting the Wing hall 
complex along with many areas in both 
Morrison and Riley Robb. They are 
thoughtful, quiet, clean and nearly 
invisible. The amount of work they have 
accomplished is amazing.” 

From: Libby Foust



“I would like to thank our control shop fellows, Mike Dempsey 
and Pat Key for jumping to our every need.

Nate Deeley, Steve Jackson, and Cody Short laid some 
conduit for us in a messy ditch in the worst conditions so a 
contractor could backfill his ditch. We were grateful they 
could help us out in the short notice we gave them.

Our plumbers, Jason Babcock, Tom Sharp, Birney Winney, 
and Phil Woodin are excellent in communicating and repairing 
our never ending plumbing issues.

Tom Burke, Jeremy Varga, and Ed Dickerson deal with all of 
our electrical concerns. They are great people and very 
thorough.”

From: Libby Foust



“I want to recognize a few custodians that 
shine above and beyond in their areas. I don’t know 
their last names, but I want to recognize Kim at 
Morrison, Tom at Stocking, and Janet 
Lott. Heather at Stocking also does a great job. 
Anne Delong always jumps into action in any building 
care emergency that arises. These folks not only 
meet the standards, but exceed the standards. It is 
only fitting that they be recognized for the great job 
they do.”

From: Libby Foust



John Bell

Your knowledge about a broad 
spectrum of subjects is amazing! 
Thank you for sharing what you 
know! 

From: Julie Davenport



Jessica, Bob and 
Roberta—”Fantastic job 
this year! It is so 
wonderful working on a 
team with you all! Keep 
up the great work!”

From: Jennie Babcock 



“I would like to extend a 
"Thank you" to the entire Sibley 
Hall Custodial Complex for their 
hard work and dedication to the 
University everyday, always going 
above and beyond and living the FS 
Core values.”

From: Chris Mott



“I would like to send a special 
"Thank you" the Custodial staff of 
Goldwin Smith Hall, Connie Capalongo, 
Donna Gencarelli and Steve Cardnial
for their tired less efforts in keeping the 
building in tip top shape during the 
Klarman Hall construction project.” 

From: Chris Mott



Bob Chiang, Lester Cook, and 
Chuck Porter

Thanks for your help pulling 
together the underground utility 
scope of work for New York Tech.
Go Team!

From: Erik Eshelman



“I have emailed to acknowledge the 
excellent job that your building care staff 
members Dave Bloodgood, Mike Kay, and 
Denise Harding are providing to our facility 
here in Uris Hall. I believe these folks have 
gone above and beyond the required building 
care requirements on numerous occasions. A 
number of staff and faculty have approached 
me in regards to the great care and 
professionalism each of these three folks 
provides to our facility.”

From: John L Dawson V



“A special thanks to the ones that worked 
Commencement weekend out of the Grumman Time 
Clock.” 

Mike Martin, Gordie Marshall, Maggie 
Brown, Brett Tracy, Denise Hartwick, Mike Bryan, 
Craig Newhart, Annette Bartlow, Hester Champion, 
Tyler Howland, Cindy Coates, Herb Whittaker, Lou 
Ellis, Holly Crown, Rose Hapgood, Ron Ganoung, 
Karen Harvey, Betty Strickland, Dawn Smith, Justin 
and Jen Mathewson

From: Patrick Davidson



“Denise Harding was great on 
Sunday. Thanks so much and please 
share with her that we very much 
appreciated her focused efforts to 
return the building to its proper 
state! She was a pleasure to work 
with in the chaos of the day.”

From: Celia Szczepura-McLean 



John Bell and Tom Jordan

For their patient help to decipher 
the rules about fire protection for 
electric transformers.

From: Bob Chiang



To: Brenda S. Conklin; Linda Luanne Howe; 
Charlotte J. Little; Dragan Mrdjen; Donald Arthur 
Sutfin; Frederick William Jordan; Nancy Marie Trout; 
Virginia M. Wright

“Just wanted to send out a word of thanks for 
the hard work you all did on Sunday with the water 
brigade. I was a pleasure working with all of you and 
,speaking for myself, the appreciation of the 
graduates will carry me on for quite a while, it was 
great to be part it. Once again thank you and take 
care.”

From: Dave Trout



Kudos to: Holly L. Crown and Betty 
J. Strickland

I wanted to let you know how 
GREAT the atrium looks!!
In the 14 plus yrs I’ve been here, 
it’s never looked that good.

From: Gary L. Oltz



“A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL 
THAT WORKED CONVOCATION 
AND COMMENCEMENT THIS 
YEAR OF 2014. MVR, BARTELS, 
WRESTLING ARENA, AND 
RAMIN ROOM FOLKS. ENJOY 
YOUR SUMMER!!!!!!”

From: Debbie White



Andrew Murphy and Andrew 
Germain,
Thanks to Andrew Germain for 
setting up the latest rotational 
assignment in the civil section 
and Welcome aboard to Andrew 
Murphy. 
Go team Andrew Squared!
From: Erik Eshelman



“Kudos to: Bill Richards, Joel 
Bender, Scott Williams, and Jeff Morse 
for pulling together, using their talents in 
documenting the Central Energy Plant's IT 
Network Infrastructure. The 
documentation will provide an essential 
tool for continuous improvement and 
reliability of the CEP's control systems.”

From:  Chris Smalt



“Thanks to all Building Care 
staff who worked extremely hard 
and showed great teamwork in 
covering all of the set ups and 
events in the Arts Quad during 
weekend Commencement 2014. Your 
efforts were greatly appreciated.”

From: Chris Mott



“Gordie E. Marshall and Craig 
L. Newhart- are the best! Thank you 
two for the great room set up. 
Everything was smooth as usual 
thanks to you all.”

From: A building user of the Hall of 
Fame Room



Bob Chiang

Thanks for the expert advice on all 
things civil, especially on the 
minutiae of drainage systems. Your 
Super-Power is inexhaustible 
patience.

From: Asa Schindler



Larry Garrett and the Pipe Shop and Zone 
Personnel Staff

Kudos for staying very late on steam start-up 
evening to get the Central Heating Plant up 
and running.  50+ people are required to bring 
us back on-line and to assure a safe start-up.

Special thanks to Larry Garrett for organizing 
the whole thing  and Steve Hubbell and the 
welding crew for their help after working a 
full day!

From: Frank Perry, Energy & Sustainability



Bob Chiang
Thanks Bob for pulling 
together the RFP 
specification for utility 
surveying for the Tech 
Campus.

Lester Cook



Thank you Garret Quist for 
managing the successful 
replacement of 60 year old 
piping in the Central Energy 
Plant!

From: Stacey Edwards, Utilities



Kudos to: Chris Brewer 

“For his dedication and hard work.  He 
assists with Share the Warmth and came in to 
work on call back several times for special 
cleanups like blood spills and always does a 
great job without complaint.  He is Respectful, a 
Team Player and performs his job in a 
professional manner with Integrity.”

From: Brian Goodell



Chuck Porter
Chuck thanks for starting early 
and taking the contractors 
thru the Steam Vaults for Pre-
bid and with a smile on your 
face too!

From: Matt Reiter



“I would like to put a kudos in to 
the Weill Hall Time clock, We have 
had a hard winter and short handed 
and several changes with in our time 
clock in the last 6 months and I 
would like to say a big THANK YOU 
for all the hard work you all do.”

From: Tammy Cook



Liz Kolacki,
Thanks for taking me “under 
your wing” and helping me 
navigate the sea of names and 
faces.
Susan Evans



Becky Richmond, Craig Basl, Alan Edwards and Chris Lampman (SAS 
Trades)

“For the Hasbrouck lock re-core team. I would like to 
personally thank and recognize this team for their efforts in pulling 
off this monumental task on time, with only minor setbacks and no 
complaints. Becky estimated, ordered, cataloged, checked each key 
and lock and managed the whole process with tight time constraints 
and demands. Craig, Alan and Chris installed every lock core 
throughout the entire Hasbrouck complex within a 3 week period and 
did so with no complaints and only limited time and resources. This 
is the type of teamwork that makes any challenge seem possible and 
makes our zone stand out amongst others.”

From: Robert Hastings (Asst. Superintendent)



Jane McLarty, 
Thanks so much for helping Elisa 
with the budget model from home 
today while you were out sick. 
Truly above and Beyond!
Jane Van Derzee



Lisa Powers

Thank you for the positive attitude 
and keeping John and I motivated. 
Also, thank you for stepping up to 
train John on archiving drawings. 

Rebecca Merritt



The following are kudos 
to employee of the month
award winners in the SAS 
zone! They were submitted 
by Carrie L. Maine. 



The following are kudos 
to employee of the month
award winners in the SAS 
zone! They were submitted 
by Carrie L. Maine. 



For the month of October 2013 Congratulations and Kudos to:
Gary Pattison, Cliff Horton, Ron Lynch, Chris Kiehle, Mark Marshall & 
Rich Mahoney

For the month of November 2013 Congratulations and Kudos 
to: Cliff Horton, Cecil Hover, Chris McGrath, Ken Wells, Kari Kendall

For the month of December 2013 Congratulations and Kudos 
to: Chris Brewer, Cecil Hover, Connie Bell & Mark Westcott , Peter 
Alexander, and Robert Potts 

For the month of January 2014 Congratulations and Kudos to:
Brian Hurley, Denise Wheeler, and Penny Lockwood 

For the month of February 2014 Congratulations and Kudos 
to: Bob Ferris, Barry Gray & Robert Potts, Bill Lampila, Daniel Ben-
David, and Darrin Grant 

For the month of March 2014 Congratulations and Kudos to:
Ken Chapman, Melissa Heuser, William Lampila
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